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ABSTRACT: p-(Dimethylamino)phenyl pentazole, DMAP-N5 (DMAP = Me2N−C6H4),
was characterized by picosecond transient infrared spectroscopy and infrared
spectroelectrochemistry. Femtosecond laser excitation at 310 or 330 nm produces the
DMAP-N5 (S1) excited state, part of which returns to the ground state (τ = 82 ± 4 ps),
while DMAP-N and DMAP-N3 (S0) are generated as double and single N2-loss
photoproducts with η ≈ 0.14. The lifetime of DMAP-N5 (S1) is temperature and solvent
dependent. [DMAP-N3]

+ is produced from DMAP-N5 in a quasireversible, one-electron
oxidation process (E1/2 = +0.67 V). Control experiments with DMAP-N3 support the
findings. DFT B3LYP/6-311G** calculations were used to identify DMAP-N5 (S1),
DMAP-N3

+, and DMAP-N in the infrared spectra. Both DMAP-N5 (S1) and [DMAP-N5]
+

have a weakened N5 ring structure.

■ INTRODUCTION

Nitrogen-rich molecules have a major advantage over conven-
tional solutions to the problem of chemical energy storage,
since their decomposition releases almost exclusively the
environmentally friendly dinitrogen.1 In the search for stable
nitrogen-rich compounds the synthetically most important
approaches have been the coordination of azide anions
(N3

−)2−5 and the derivatization of tetrazole (R−CN4−
R′),1,6−8 which are the basis of applications in pyrotechnics
and primary explosives.9−11 However, extremely nitrogen-rich
systems are likely to require novel, homonuclear polynitrogen
species larger than N3. The synthesis of such species, albeit
challenging, has been accomplished for N5

+,12 whereas only
analytical or indirect evidence exists for N4,

13,14 and the
pentazolate anion, N5

−,15−18,23,25 traces of which were
produced and detected by laser desorption ionization (λ =
337 nm) of p-Me2N−C6H4−N5 (DMAP-N5, Chart 1), mass
spectrometry,17 and combined ESI-MS-MS experiments.18

Cyclo-N5
− is particularly interesting as it may act as a 2e or

6e donor ligand analogous to η1-19,20 or η2-bound20,21 N3
− and

cyclopentadienide,20,22−24 respectively. Attempts at the bulk
synthesis of N5

− such as N-dearylation of aryl−N5 pentazole by
ceric ammonium nitrate have failed thus far. The role that
pentazoles play as potential precursors in the yet undiscovered
synthetic method for pentazolate anions25 provides motivation
for a detailed investigation of their excited state and redox
chemistry. As unsaturated all-nitrogen heterocycles, all known
pentazoles R−C6H4−N5

26 (R = alkyl, Br, Cl, CF3, CN, COOH,
H,27 NMe2,

28 NO2, O
−,29 OH, OEt, OMe, S−, and SO3

−30) are
thermolabile and decompose at ambient temperature to N2 and
R−C6H4−N3.

31 The decomposition rates decrease with
increasing σ electron-withdrawing and π donating capabilities
of the substituent R. DMAP-N5 (Chart 1) is one of the most
stable pentazoles, which forms upon reaction of a diazonium
salt with NaN3

32 and does not decompose for many hours at
243 K in solution (τ ≈ 2 h, MeOH, 273 K).33 Its crystal
structure has been determined28 and NMR spectra re-
corded.31,34 Ab initio calculations35 revealed that the transition
state for the elimination of N2 is ca. 21 kcal mol−1 (ΔG*sol)
above the ground state and connects the ground state with the
N2-loss product by the concerted elongation of Nα−Nβ and
Nγ−Nγ′ bonds.
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Chart 1. p-(Dimethylamino)phenyl Pentazole (DMAP-N5)
and p-(Dimethylamino)phenyl Azide (DMAP-N3)
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Whereas the unusual pentazoles have not been characterized
photochemically, organic azides have been studied intensely
and feature the loss of N2 and the intermediary formation of
nitrenes with high quantum yields on ultrafast time scales.36−38

Specifically, in a low temperature matrix, irradiation of DMAP-
N3

39,40 (the azide directly related to DMAP-N5) yields a triplet
nitrene,41 which has also been detected in picosecond and
nanosecond laser photolysis experiments by means of the
DMAP-N (T1) ← DMAP-N (T0) absorption at 470 nm.42 In
cyclohexane, DMAP-N (T0) generates the azo compound
DMAP-NN-DMAP.43 Calculations show that the DMAP-N
(T0) ground state lies >12 kcal mol−1 below the lowest singlet
state.44

Only scarce reports are available on the cathodic electro-
chemistry (cyclic voltammetry) of substituted phenyl penta-
zoles and phenyl azides. For p-MeO−C6H4−N5 irreversible
reduction has been reported in MeCN ca. −2.4 V at 253 K.45,46

No spectral data are available for reduced or oxidized species. It
was speculated that using transition metal salts as electrolytes,
reduction induces cleavage of the aryl−N5 bond and produces
cyclo-N5

− and the aryl radical, which ultimately leads to the
production of hydroquinone.45

This paper describes results of an investigation into the
electronically excited state, redox chemistry, and the possibility
of cleaving the aryl pentazole bond in p-(dimethylamino)-
phenyl pentazole using a combination of ultrafast time-resolved
infrared spectroscopy, infrared spectroelectrochemistry, and
density functional theory.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DMAP-N5 Excited State and Reactivity. Picosecond

time-resolved infrared absorbance spectra (ps-TRIR spectra) in
the 1 ps to 1 ns time domain of p-(dimethylamino)phenyl
pentazole (DMAP-N5, Chart 1) in CH2Cl2 were recorded at
233 K under 310 nm, femtosecond excitation in the 1250 −
2200 cm−1 spectral range (see Figures 1−3 in which the spectra
are represented by plotting absorbance change (ΔA) vs.
wavenumber (v)̅). In this range the FTIR spectra of the ground
state exhibit absorption bands at 1608, 1533, 1384, 1448, 1485,
1518, 1524, 1365, and 1360 cm−1, which could be assigned
tentatively with the help of DFT calculations (see the
Experimental Section and the SI). These ground state bands
are fully bleached at 4 ps after the laser flash, while broad
transient bands appear at 1304, 1376, 1477, 1490, and 1598
cm−1 (Figure 1). The transient bands decay within the
subsequent 200 ps while the bleached parent bands recover
only partially. A set of weaker bands at 1375, 1440, 1505, and
1590 cm−1 persist over the recorded time scale. In addition,
initially broad transient bands rise in the region of the
asymmetric azide stretches, ν(N3)as, which are, however, much
weaker (ΔA < 2 × 10−4) than the parent bleaches. Within 30 ps
after excitation these bands narrow and shift to higher
wavenumbers at 2094 and 2125 cm−1 (Figure 3). The latter
transient bands are assigned to the DMAP-N3 ground
electronic state through a comparison with the FTIR spectrum
of a genuine sample of DMAP-N3 (vide infra and Figures S2
and S3). DMAP-N3 absorbs in the region of the νas(N3)
stretching vibrations and exhibits two bands as a result of Fermi
resonance.47 Fermi resonance was observed in related aryl
azides previously (Table 2 caption).48−50

The rise of both ν(N3)as bands is synchronous and
biexponential, which is attributed to the cooling of the
vibrationally hot [DMAP-N3]

‡ (τ = 18 ± 5 ps), whereas the

slow component (τ = 106 ± 25 ps) indicates that much of
DMAP-N3 in the electronic ground state is produced from a
slowly decaying precursor. Even though 500 ps after excitation
the νas(N3) transients of DMAP-N3 have fully grown (ΔAmax ≈
2 × 10−4), they are still considerably weaker than the
prominent transient bands in the fingerprint region (ΔA ≈ 7
× 10−4). In combination with the absence of discernible bands
of DMAP-N3 in this spectral region (see FTIR spectrum of
DMAP-N3, Figure S3) it is suggested that DMAP-N3 is a minor
photoproduct under the 310 nm excitation regime in CH2Cl2.
The most striking feature in the early ps-TRIR spectra is the
very intense and initially broad transient absorption at 1590−
1602 cm−1 belonging to a combined symmetric C6 ring
vibration and CN stretching, which decays during the parent
recovery process. Band shape analysis of this absorption reveals

Figure 1. ps-TRIR spectra in CH2Cl2 at 233 K recorded at 4, 34, 63,
and 500 ps after the fs excitation (λex = 310 nm) (top); kinetic traces
showing the cooling (1573 cm−1) and decay of the electronically
excited DMAP-N5 (S1) state (1598 cm

−1) and the partial ground state
recovery of DMAP-N5 (1530 cm−1) (inset), and the FTIR spectrum
(red line) of the ground state (bottom). The spectral ranges below
1275 and 1410−1440 cm−1 are affected by CH2Cl2 absorptions (gray
line).

Figure 2. Picosecond kinetics in CH2Cl2 at 233 K derived from band
area changes centered at 1606 (black dot, a), 1602 (green dot, c),
1592 (red dot, b), and 1590 cm−1 (blue dot, d). Inset: spectra at 17 ps
and 1 ns (see Figure 1) showing the individual absorption profiles
(green), residual (blue) and fit curves (red) to the spectral data points
(•).
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overlapping components (Figure 2, inset) centered at 1590 (d)
and 1602 cm−1 (c).
While the component c is strong and short-lived, the

component d is weak and noticeable only from 17 ps onward.
Additional, broad absorption bands tail the main band at the
low energy side. Using Voigt profiles for the transient (c and d)
and parent bleach bands (a, 1606 cm−1) and for the very short-
lived, broad absorption centered at 1592 cm−1 (b), results in a
good fit of the spectral data points throughout the entire time
domain. Kinetic plots (Figure 2) show rapid decay of b and rise
of c with lifetimes of τ = 12(±1) and 10(±1) ps, respectively.
The transient b, identified by the broad absorption at 1592
cm−1, most likely involves population of vibrationally hot states
from which it decays to form c. This assignment is in agreement
with the synchronous rise of c and the relative position of b
with respect to c at lower wavenumber. Transient c decays itself
on a longer time scale (τ = 82(±4) ps), while the parent band
(a) recovers (τ = 96(±5) ps, Table 1). The bleached parent

band at 1530 cm−1 is unaffected by overlap and was found to
recover with a similar lifetime of 83(±5) ps. The ground state
of DMAP-N5 is recovered on the ps time-scale by 86%.
In a control experiment, the related azide DMAP-N3 (vide

supra) was investigated under identical conditions (Figure 4).
The ps-TRIR spectra of DMAP-N3 show bleaching of the
parent bands at 1601, 1513, 1481, 1445, 1354, and 1291 cm−1,
which, however, do not recover. Intriguingly, the transient

bands below 2000 cm−1 (1590, 1505, 1440, and 1375 cm−1)
persist on the ps time scale and match those found in the ps-
TRIR spectra of DMAP-N5, suggesting therefore that the latter
bands belong to the same photoproduct.
In the absence of other, intense transient absorptions, the

evolution of the dominant transient at 1590 cm−1 (band d)
could be analyzed (Figure 4, insets) showing again broad bands
at the low-energy side of the main transient, which are assigned
to a vibrationally hot species. Cooling of the latter appears to
produce a new transient at ca. 1581 cm−1, the decay of which
gives rise to the band of the permanent photoproduct (b and
d). Again, the transient absorption band assigned to a
combined symmetric C6 ring vibration and CN stretching
vibration associated with the bleached parent band is much
more intense than the corresponding bleached parent band. As
in the ps-TRIR spectra of the pentazole in this region,
vibrational cooling can be observed with a slightly shorter
lifetime (τ = 8.3(±0.6) ps, see Figure 4, inset).
It is clear that the permanent transient bands in the TRIR

spectra of DMAP-N5 cannot arise from a photoreaction
involving the azide DMAP-N3 which is potentially present as
a result of thermal decomposition of the pentazole and which
also absorbs at 310 nm, since a corresponding intense bleach at
1514 cm−1 (Table 1) is absent from the spectra, due to the lack
of bleached absorption bands of the DMAP-N3 groundstate in
the TRIR spectra of DMAP-N5.
Using DFT (vide infra), vibrational frequency calculations

were performed for the electronic ground state and the lowest
singlet excited state of both pentazole (DMAP-N5) as well as
for the azide (DMAP-N3) and the nitrenes DMAP-N (T0) and
(S1). Predicted frequencies and intensities of the prominent
transient bands strongly indicate that the lowest lying electronic
excited state is a singlet, DMAP-N5 (S1), and gives rise to the
absorption band c as the major transient species.

Figure 3. ps-TRIR spectra of DMAP-N5 (CH2Cl2, 233 K), recorded in
the ν(N3)as stretch region after the fs excitation (λex = at 310 nm).
Inset: kinetic traces of the rise of DMAP-N3 (S0) at 2095 cm

−1, and of
the vibrational cooling at 2080 cm−1, τ = 106 ± 25 and 18 ± 5 ps,
respectively.

Table 1. Lifetimesa of Species Generated upon Femtosecond
Excitation (λex = 310 nm) of DMAP-N5 at 233 K in CH2Cl2,
DMAP = p-Me2N−C6H4

species recovery rise decay ν [cm−1]c

DMAP-N5 (S0) 96 ± 5 1606 (a)
DMAP-N5

d (S1) 12 ± 5 1592 (b)
DMAP-N5 (S1) 10 ± 5 82 ± 4 1602 (c)
DMAP-N3

d (S0) 18 ± 5
DMAP-N3 (S0) 106 ± 25
DMAP-Nd 8 ± 1b

DMAP-N 17 ± 3b e 1590 (d)
aτ (estimated standard error) [ps]. bCH2Cl2 solution of DMAP-N3.
cThe labels a, b, c, and d denote characteristic transient bands shown
in Figure 2. dHot state. eNo decay during the time scale of the
experiment.

Figure 4. ps-TRIR spectra of DMAP-N3 in CH2Cl2 recorded at 233 K
(λex = 310 nm) (top); FTIR of the ground state (bottom). Left inset:
kinetics of parent bleach (1518 cm−1), vibrational cooling (1562 cm−1,
↓), decay of transient (1581 cm−1, ↓↑), and growth of vibrationally
cold photoproduct (1593 cm−1, ↑).
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The bands at 1304, 1376, and 1477 cm−1 have the same
lifetime as c and belong to this species. DFT was employed to
evaluate the trends in the energy of fundamental vibrations51,52

across species (vide infra). These calculations predict a strong
band at a slightly lower energy (1574 cm−1) compared to the
related ground state bleach (1596 cm−1) and this is indeed
observed (1602 vs. 1606 cm−1). On the other hand, for the
lowest triplet excited state, the same fundamental vibration is
predicted at a higher energy (for assignments of observed and
calculated vibrational frequencies see the SI). DMAP-N5 (S1) is
formed vibrationally hot, giving rise to band narrowing and a
fast decay component of 15(±4) ps that can be observed at
1602 cm−1 at the low energy side of the main transient band. In
order to investigate whether the decay of the excited state is an
activated process, the temperature dependence of the DMAP-
N5 (S1) decay rate was checked by an Arrhenius plot between
232 and 273 K (Figure 5). In CD3CN solution, the activation

energy (Ea) and preexponential factor (A) were found to be
4.3(±0.7) kJ mol−1 and 6(±2) × 1011, respectively, which
indicate that a barrier exists on the pathway of the DMAP-N5
(S1) decay.
As can be deduced from the TRIR spectrum recorded 500 ps

after the laser flash (Figure 1, black line) and from the kinetic
trace of the parent bleach at 1608 cm−1, a minor part of
photoexcited DMAP-N5 forms a long-lived photoproduct.
Correspondingly, weak, residual transient bands and parent
bleaches are persistent even at 1000 ps. The spectral positions
of the observed persistent transient bands at 1590, 1505, 1440,
and 1375 cm−1 (Figure 4) agree best with those predicted for
vibrations with high oscillator strength of DMAP-N (T0), while
the fast decaying bands 1580, 1480, 1465, 1412, and 1333 are
assigned tentatively to DMAP-N (S1) (see SI, Table S2).
ps-TRIR spectra of DMAP-N5 were recorded in comple-

menting spectral windows free of solvent absorptions in
CH2Cl2 (Figure 1), CD3CN (Figure 5), CD3OD, and THF
(SI) using 330 nm excitation. The transient bands of DMAP-N5
(S1) feature in all of these solvents. While excitation at 330 nm
does not significantly change the ps-TRIR spectra compared to
310 nm, the DMAP-N5 (S1) lifetime changes (CH2Cl2,
76(±11) ps at∼234 K; CD3CN, 22(±8) ps at ∼233 K;
CD3OD, 32(±4) ps at ∼238 K; THF, 8(±1) ps at ∼238 K).
Throughout, parent recovery was found at or above 80%, with a
significant difference between solutions in CH2Cl2 and CD3OD
(86(±3)% and 97(±3)%).
Cyclic Voltammetry and Anodic IR Spectroelectro-

chemistry of DMAP-N3. The spectroelectrochemistry of

DMAP-N5 and DMAP-N3 was investigated not only in order
to test the possibility of cleaving the aryl pentazole bond and
assess the stability of the reduced and oxidized Ar−N5, but also
to assist the assignment of the intermediates of the photo-
reaction discussed above. The cyclic voltammogram of DMAP-
N3 in CH2Cl2/(

nBu4N)PF6 (TBAH) shows a one-electron
anodic wave at E1/2 = +0.32 V vs. Fc/Fc+ while no
electrochemical reduction is observed within the potential
window of the solvent/electrolyte combination. The oxidation
of DMAP-N3 to the corresponding radical cation is fully
reversible at 243 K, the peak current ratio ic/ia = 1 at v ≥ 100
mV s−1 and the peak-to-peak potential separation ΔEp = 100
mV being identical with the value recorded for the reduction of
the internal cobaltocenium standard, [CoCp2]PF6.
Further lowering the temperature slows down the electron

transfer kinetics significantly and raises the ΔEp value up to 320
mV at 195 K. At ambient temperature, the oxidation of DMAP-
N3 triggers a secondary reaction, as indicated by ic/ia < 1 (0.55
at 293 K) and the appearance of new cathodic wave at Ep,c =
−0.13 V vs. FeCp2/FeCp2

+ (Fc/Fc+) on the reverse potential
scan, which belongs to an unassigned oxidation product that
that was characterized in situ by IR spectroscopy (vide infra).
IR spectral monitoring of the one-electron oxidation product of
DMAP-N3 was conducted in CH2Cl2/TBAH within a low-
temperature OTTLE cell at 226 and 241 K. At both
temperatures the electrogenerated cation [DMAP-N3]

+ was
completely stable. The oxidation of DMAP-N3 was accom-
panied by the disappearance of absorption bands at 2128(m),
2096(s), 2017(vw), 1613(w), 1514(s), 1363(vw), 1291(w),
1225(vw), 1171(vw), and 1131(vw) cm−1 (Figure 6). The
cationic product was found to absorb at 2413(vw), 2217(w),
2146(w), 2124(m), 2106(vs), 1930(vw), 1590(m), 1323(m),
1302(s), and 1198(w) cm−1 (see Figure 6 and Tables 2 and
S3). Back-reduction of [DMAP-N3]

+ led to nearly complete
(90%) regeneration of the neutral parent compound. Rapid
potential-step oxidation of DMAP-N3 at 273 K formed first the
corresponding cation which slowly transformed to a single
secondary product absorbing in the νas(N3) stretching region at
2140(m-w), 2128(sh), and 2115(m) cm−1 (see Figure 7).

Cyclic Voltammetry and Anodic IR Spectroelectro-
chemistry of DMAP-N5. In contrast to DMAP-N3, the cyclic
voltammogram of DMAP-N5 in CH2Cl2/TBAH exhibits waves
both in the cathodic and anodic regions. The electrolyte
solution temperature was kept at 243 K in order to avoid the
thermal decomposition of the pentazole. The cathodic wave at
Ep,c = −2.68 V vs. Fc/Fc+ corresponds to a completely
irreversible two-electron reduction via the electron transfer,
chemical reaction, electron transfer (ECE) mechanism, in
agreement with the dissociation of the reduced pentazolyl
moiety from the para-substituted phenyl ring proposed in the
literature for the p-MeO−C6H4−N5 derivative. On the other
hand, the oxidation of DMAP-N5 at E1/2 = +0.67 V vs. Fc/Fc+

is an irreversible one-electron process (ΔEp = 165 mV, ic/ia =
0.65, at v = 100 mV s−1). The ultimate product is the oxidized
azido compound, [DMAP-N3]

+, as revealed unambiguously by
IR monitoring (vide infra). In the cyclic voltammetry cell, the
detection of [DMAP-N3]

+ on the reverse cathodic scan was
complicated by the partial thermal decomposition of the
pentazole to azide in the bulk solution.
An IR spectroelectrochemical experiment with DMAP-N5

was carried out at 248 K in CH2Cl2/TBAH saturated with
argon. The stock electrolyte solution of ca. 1 × 10−3 M DMAP-
N5 was prepared in a Schlenk tube at 238 K and cannula-

Figure 5. ps-TRIR spectra of DMAP-N5 at ca. 233 K in CD3CN
recorded after fs excitation (λex = 330 nm). Inset: temperature
dependence of parent recovery (273 to 233 K).
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transferred promptly under argon into the precooled low-
temperature OTTLE cell. The FTIR spectra revealed only the
presence of DMAP-N5 absorbing at 1609(vs), 1533(m),
1525(m), 1490(w), and 1386(m) cm−1 that remained stable

at 248 K. In situ oxidation of the parent pentazole resulted in
ca. 60% conversion to a product absorbing at 2217, 2142,
2112(sh), 2105, 1590, 1322, and 1302 cm−1 (Figure 8). The

spectral positions of the peak maxima of this product are
characteristic of the cationic azide [DMAP-N3]

+ observed
earlier (cf. Figure 7 and Table 2). Surprisingly, the elimination
of N2 from the primary anodic product [DMAP-N5]

+ is
consistent with a reversible mechanism at the Pt-minigrid
working electrode in the viscous, thin solution layer of the
OTTLE cell; for a reverse, rapid, cathodic potential step led to
ca. 80% recovery of parent DMAP-N5 whereas no DMAP-N3
was observed (Figure 8). Any diffusion of nonoxidized DMAP-

Figure 6. FTIR spectra showing the spectral changes caused by the
one-electron oxidation of DMAP-N3 in CH2Cl2/TBAH at 241 K
within the OTTLE cell. Top: ν(N3)as region, before (blue line), during
(red line), and after (green line). Bottom: 1000−2500 cm−1 region,
DMAP-N3 (blue line), [DMAP-N3]

+ (red line), and baseline (green
line). IR absorbance changes are indicated (↓↑).

Table 2. Spectral Positions [cm−1] of Prominent IR
Absorption Bands of DMAP-N3 and [DMAP-N3]

+a in
CH2Cl2

DMAP-N3 [DMAP-N3]
+

vibration obsd.b calcd.c obsd.b calcd.c

ν(N3)as
d 2128(m) 2221(1708) 2146(w) 2239(1713)

2096(s) 2124(m)
2106(vs)

sym. ringe 1613(w) 1651(133) 1590(m) 1639(310)
as. ringe 1514(s) 1546(517) 1512(w) 1541(151)

1363(vw) 1381(106)
ν(N3)s 1291(w) 1360(343) 1323(m) 1379(722)

1302(s) 1334(119)
aDMAP = p-Me2N−C6H4.

bVery weak (vw), weak (w), medium (m),
strong (s), and very strong (vs). cDFT, B3LYP/6-311G** calculations,
intensities [km mol−1] in parentheses (see Table S3). dν(N3)s(as)
symmetric (asymmetric) azide stretch, ν(N3)as band splitting due to
Fermi resonance with the ν(N3)s + δ(N3) combination (1291 cm−1 +
813 cm−1 = 2104 cm−1), compare to ref 50. eSymmetric (asymmetric)
ring vibration −CN stretch.

Figure 7. FTIR spectra recorded before (blue line), during (red line),
and after (green line) the thermal conversion of [DMAP-N3]

+ in
CH2Cl2/TBAH at 273 K into an unassigned secondary product.

Figure 8. FTIR absorbance difference spectra showing the anodic
conversion of DMAP-N5 (red dot) to [DMAP-N3]

+ (blue square) in
CH2Cl2/TBAH at 243 K within the low-temperature OTTLE cell
(top), and recovery of DMAP-N5 upon back reduction of [DMAP-
N3]

+ in the thin-solution layer of the cell (bottom). Nonlabeled bands
are due to the electrolyte, solvent, or moisture in the optical path.
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N5 in the chilled thin solution layer can be excluded. Further
investigations are underway to provide an explanation for this
remarkable redox behavior. The reduction of DMAP-N5 at
−2.68 V was irreversible and could not be monitored by IR
spectroscopy using the OTTLE cell setup due to passivation of
the working electrode.
DFT Calculations. The minimum energy geometry of

DMAP-N5 was determined by density functional theory (DFT)
calculations at the B3LYP/6-311G** level (see the Exper-
imental Section, relative energies are reported in the SI). The
minimum structure of the ground state (S0) compares very well
with the planar molecular structure found in the crystal28

(Figure 9a). The first excited state, [DMAP-N5] (S1), however,

features a twisted phenyl pentazole structure with a
pyramidalized Nα atom (Figure 9b). As a consequence, Nα−
Nβ bonds at 1.44 Å are lengthened, while both Nβ−Nγ and Nγ−
Nγ bonds at 1.32 and 1.31 Å are largely unchanged in
comparison with the ground state (1.32, 1.30, and 1.33 Å,
respectively). The Nα−Nβ elongation suggests a considerable
weakening of this bond compared to the other N−N bonds.
An electronic absorption spectrum of DMAP-N5 was

calculated using time dependent DFT (TDDFT) based on
the ground state geometry. These calculations indicate that the
lowest excited singlet state at 353 nm is the only state accessible
with the excitation wavelength used in the TRIR experiments
(λexc = 310 and 330 nm), since other electronic transitions at
this wavelength have low oscillator strengths (Figures S10 and
S11). The nature of this transition is an internal (DMAP
group)-to-(N5 ring) charge transfer, which can be gleaned from
the electron density difference plot in Figure 10 and shows
analogies with that of DMAP-CN.53 Intriguingly, the electron
density does not increase evenly across the pentazolyl moiety
but increases less at the Nα−Nβ bonds than elsewhere on the
N5 ring. This suggests that the Nα−Nβ bonds will be weakened
in the excited state, as it is clear from the optimization of the S1
state. Hence, the excitation at 310 or 330 nm in the ps-TRIR
experiments populates the first excited singlet state with an
excess energy dumped into excited vibrational levels and this
prepares the N−N bond cleavage.
The scaled vibrational frequencies and oscillator strengths of

ground state and first excited state (Figure 11) show adequate

similarity with the values observed in the experiment for the
ground state bleach bands and the transient bands present at 10
to 200 ps in the TRIR spectra (see Figure 1). It can therefore
be assumed that the nature of the transient species has been
correctly identified.
The reaction initiated by the photoexcitation of DMAP-N5 is

most likely dominated by non-Born−Oppenheimer dynam-
ics54,55 leading to dissociation as well as the population of the
S1 excited state of DMAP-N5. This excited state is formed
vibrationally hot, and with a lifetime of several tens of
picoseconds, decays primarily to the electronic ground state
and to the immediate successor species on a time scale
concurrent with vibrational relaxation. The detectable products
are the nitrene, DMAP-N, and the azide DMAP-N3. Direct
formation of nitrene from DMAP-N5 would imply a
simultaneous release of two N2 molecules, which is unlikely.
A plausible pathway involves the DMAP-N5 (S1) hot electronic
excited state to produce one N2-molecule and a singlet excited
state of the azide, DMAP-N3*. Exploratory DFT calculations
(vide infra) have revealed that DMAP-N3* (S1) has dissociative
character which rationalizes results obtained from the ps TRIR
experiments with DMAP-N3, according to which practically no
recovery of the ground state was observed; hence, the
photoexcitation of DMAP-N3 is irreversible. Accordingly, this
intermediate species would decay on the ultrafast time scale
before it can equilibrate with the surrounding solvent, with the
formation of vibrationally hot nitrene, which converts to its
vibrationally relaxed triplet ground state DMAP-N (T0) as
long-lived photoproduct detected in the TRIR experiments

Figure 9. Ball-and-stick diagrams of electronic ground (S0) (a) and
excited states (S1) (b) of DMAP-N5; C, gray; H, white; N, blue.

Figure 10. Electron density difference plot between ground (S0) and
excited (S1) states at the S0 geometry of DMAP-N5. The turquois and
light blue colors indicate a decrease or increase, respectively, in the
electron density in S1 compared to S0 within the envelopes; ball-and-
stick diagram: C, gray; H, white; N, blue.

Figure 11. Stick spectra of calculated scaled vibrational frequencies vs.
IR intensity of DMAP-N5 (S1), DMAP-N3 (S0), and DMAP-N (T0)
(up) and DMAP-N5 (S0) (down), at the B3LYP/6-311G** level using
the polarizable continuum model with parameters for CH2Cl2.
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with both DMAP-N3 and DMAP-N5. The ultrafast, non-
equilibrium character of the processes involved suggests
multiple, ultrafast, potential energy surface crossings via a
conical intersection, which indeed are typical for many organic
photochemical reactions, such as the photodissociation of
formaldehyde56 and organic azides.57 A detailed investigation of
the reaction dynamics including the calculation of conical
intersections within a multireference framework lies outside of
the scope of this paper. Instead, a more approximate approach
was chosen with the goal of obtaining a qualitative under-
standing of the experimental data. To achieve this goal, a single-
reference standard DFT approach should be sufficient. Thus,
the reactivity of the excited state was investigated theoretically
by lengthening one Nα−Nβ bond length to 1.91 Å and
reoptimizing the molecule. On the ground state surface, the
molecule returned to the ground state geometry. On the
excited state surface, N2 was released in a concerted fashion
with Nα−Nβ and Nγ−Nγ bonds breaking simultaneously as
opposed to a prior uncurling of the N5 ring. The calculation on
the excited state surface was stopped after N2 was released,
which resulted in the structure shown in Figure 12a. The N−N
distance in the N2 fragment is 1.11 Å, which points to a
dinitrogen molecule in the ground state associated to a DMAP-
N3 (S1) fragment.

In order to investigate the nature of DMAP-N3 (S1) fragment
further, its coordinates were taken as the input in a geometry
optimization of both the ground state and singlet excited state
surfaces. While the optimization of the ground state surface
resulted in a stable structure identical with DMAP-N3 (S0;
Figure 12b), the optimization on the excited state surface was
complicated by a second elimination of N2 which lead to the
nitrene DMAP-N (S1; Figure 12c). Restricted optimizations
were also performed with the Nα−Nβ bond set to 1.37 and 1.47
Å, respectively, which returned structures 65.5 and 62.5 kJ
mol−1 higher in energy than the species shown in Figure 12c.
Thus, the ps TRIR spectra can be interpreted in terms of the

electronic excited state DMAP-N5* being formed upon 310 or
330 nm excitation with excess excitation energy converted into
vibrational energy in DMAP-N5

‡ (S1). DMAP-N5
‡ (S1) is

subject to vibrational cooling and forms DMAP-N5 (S1), which
returns to the ground state DMAP-N5 (S0) and eliminates N2.

This result removes the possibility of local minima other than
the ones already identified and renders a stable DMAP-N3 (S1)
unlikely. In order to exclude any possibility of N2 release from
the ground state surface of DMAP-N5, the geometry with the
Nα−Nβ bond of 1.91 Å, described above, was also used for a
transition state search on the ground state surface. A transition
state was found with the pentazole ring perpendicular to the
phenyl ring, as evidenced by the single imaginary frequency,
similarly to the transition state found by Benin et al.29

However, further inspection of this model shows that it is a
transition state for the rotation of the entire N5 ring relative to
the phenyl ring, thus excluding any release of N2 via this
pathway. The N2 loss product, DMAP-N3, has an excited state
structure, only a small part of which decays to the electronic
ground state, DMAP-N3 (S0), while the majority extrudes a
second dinitrogen molecule to produce the ultimate photo-
product on the ps time scale, DMAP-N (T0; Scheme 1).

Intriguingly, the excited state DMAP-N5 (S1) has a much less
dissociative nature than the azido analog DMAP-N3 (S1) and as
much as 86% of the ground state DMAP-N5 (S0) are recovered
compared to no ground state recovery after excitation of
DMAP-N3. The DFT calculations suggest rapid loss of N2 on
the singlet excited (S1) surface which results in the formation of
DMAP-N3 (S1), only a small part of which decays to DMAP-N3
(S0). Therefore, it has to be assumed that the system does not
leave the singlet excited state surface, with DMAP-N3 (S1)
being the transient state which leads directly to the formation
of the singlet nitrene DMAP-N (S1), as shown by the
calculations. DMAP-N (S1) can decay back to the singlet
ground state or interconvert to DMAP-N (T0) in the ground
triplet state. This interpretation is supported by the ps-TRIR
data obtained under identical conditions of both genuine
DMAP-N3 and DMAP-N5 which form an identical photo-
product with different quantum yields. The absence of
absorption bands in the 1800 to 1900 cm−1 region (CN
stretches) excludes the presence of dehydroazepine as an
intramolecular nitrene insertion product on the picosecond
time scale.58 It should be noted here that the above picture is
only qualitative. The precise mechanism and dynamics of the
formation of DMAP-N from DMAP-N5 via DMAP-N3 is likely
to be dominated by non-Born−Oppenheimer dynamics as
indicated above and would require much more extensive
calculations to resolve, which are outside of the scope of this
paper.
DFT calculations have also been employed in order to

investigate electronic and structural changes in DMAP-N5 upon
one-electron oxidation (see Table S3). The optimized structure

Figure 12. Ball-and-stick diagrams of the structures obtained from
DMAP-N5 with one Nα−Nβ bond lengthened to 1.91 Å in the singlet
excited state (a); from DMAP-N3 in the electronic ground state (b)
and from DMAP-N3 in the singlet excited state (c); C, gray; H, white;
N, blue.

Scheme 1. Photoreactions of DMAP-N5 and DMAP-N3 in
CH2Cl2 at 233 K
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of [DMAP-N5]
+ possesses a coplanar arrangement of phenyl

and pentazole rings. Oxidation causes the elongation of Nα−Nβ

and Nγ−Nγ (1.34 and 1.36 Å) and contraction of the Nβ−Nγ

bonds (1.29 Å) in comparison with the neutral species, which
again can be seen as a preparation of the release of N2. This
change is caused by a reduction in σ electron density which is
only partially counterbalanced by an increase in π electron
density along the Nα−Nβ and Nγ−Nγ bonds (see Figure 13).

■ CONCLUSIONS
The combination of experiment and theory presented in this
study reveals the nature of a long-lived singlet excited state of p-
(dimethylamino)phenyl pentazole (DMAP-N5) which is
accessible by 310 or 330 nm laser excitation. In the excited
state, the N−N bonds of the pentazolyl ring are weakened and
lead to the release of dinitrogen. The quantum yield of N2
photodissociation is much less effective than in the directly
related p-(dimethylamino)phenyl azide (DMAP-N3), with 86%
of the excited sample being recovered to the electronic ground
state.
Photolysis of DMAP-N5 and DMAP-N3 leads to the same

photoproduct (Scheme 1) upon single or double N2-loss,
respectively, with the former also producing DMAP-N3. Ab
initio quantum chemical calculations in the ground and excited
states show reduced electron density in the regions connecting
the relevant nitrogen atoms in the pentazole ring. The cyclic
voltammetric experiments revealed that the oxidation of
DMAP-N5 produces [DMAP-N3]

+ which was verified inde-
pendently by IR OTTLE measurements with the reversible
oxidation of [DMAP-N3]. The data on the one-electron
oxidation of DMAP-N5 leading to [DMAP-N3]

+, which was
obtained with the employed cell setup, is consistent with a
reversible mechanism. Under the chosen conditions, neither
photoexcitation nor electrochemical oxidation cleaves the aryl-
pentazole bond of DMAP-N5. Future experiments will explore
higher photoexcitation energies and further probe the
challenging electrochemical reduction of pentazoles.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
DMAP-N5 was synthesized by adaptation of the Ugi
procedure32 followed by low temperature recrystallization.
DMAP-N3 was obtained by thermolysis of DMAP-N5 and
purified by sublimation. Preparative and analytical details for
both compounds can be found in the SI. The ps-TRIR
experiments were performed at the Central Laser Facility
(CLF) of the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory using the

ULTRA laser and detection system, which was described
elsewhere.59 The excitation pulses at 310 or 330 nm were
generated by an optical parametric amplifier and frequency up-
conversion and the IR probe by difference frequency generation
of the signal and idler of an optical parametric amplifier. The
instrument response of the TRIR system was ca. 200 fs. TRIR
spectra were obtained in pump−probe configuration by
measuring at 10 kHz the changes in probe IR absorption
induced by the pump beam chopped to 5 kHz repetition rate.
Background signals due to intensity variations in the IR beam
are reduced by subtracting the equivalent signals for the
reference (ref) detector. The TRIR transmission spectra are
then calculated by ΔT = average[(probepump on − pro-
bepump off)/probepump off] − average[(refpump on − refpump off)]/
average[refpump off]. Spectra are converted to change in
absorbance (ΔA).59 The spectral bandwidth of the IR probe
beam is around 400 cm−1 and the spectra in the 1200−1700
cm−1 range were acquired using two spectrometers each with
128 element mercury cadmium telluride detectors (IR
Associates) that simultaneously measure two overlapping
spectra which are later “stitched” together. Only one
spectrometer was required to measure TRIR spectra in the
2000 cm−1 region. The spectral resolution was limited by pixel
size with a dispersion of ∼2 cm−1 per pixel. Probe beam and
pump beam had diameters of ∼100 and ∼150 μm, respectively,
in the sample. The capabilities of ULTRA were extended to
continuous exchange of the irradiated solution at low
temperatures by using a purpose-built, flow apparatus in
which solenoid valves, admitting or releasing pneumatic
pressure (N2, <0.3 bar), control a forward/backward flow of
analyte solution between two reservoirs, immersed in a cold
bath, via a thermostatized low-temperature spectroscopic cell (d
= 0.1 mm) equipped with CaF2 windows. Thermally insulated
Teflon pipework and heat exchange coils provided the
reservoir−cell−reservoir connections and additional cooling.
The valve operation was synchronized via a computer program
extension to the ULTRA data acquisition software. The sample
compartment was purged with N2. A thermocouple in direct
contact with the solution in the spectroscopic cell recorded the
sample temperature. The apparatus can operate at constant
sample temperatures ranging from 223 K to ambient. At 233 K,
pentazole solutions remained undecomposed for many hours.
Further experimental details are given in the SI. Spectral
analyses were assisted by spectral line fitting of regions of
interest using pseudo Voigt profiles of the type y = y0 + A(μ(2/
π)(wL/(4z + wL

2)) + (1 − μ)((2(ln(2))1/2/ (π1/2wG))exp-
(−(4ln(2)/wG

2)z)), z = (x − xc)
2. Cyclic voltammograms were

recorded with an airtight single compartment cell housing Pt
microdisc working, Pt coil auxiliary and Ag coil pseudorefer-
ence electrodes. [CoCp2]PF6 (Aldrich) served as an internal
standard60 for the determination of electrode potentials and
kinetics of electron transfer. The electrolyte was 0.3 M TBAH
(Aldrich, recrystallized twice from absolute EtOH and dried
under vacuum at 353 K prior to use) in CH2Cl2 distilled from
CaH2 under an atmosphere of dry N2. All operations were
performed using standard inert gas and vacuum techniques
under an overpressure of dry argon. Potential control was
maintained with an EG&G PAR model 283 potentiostat.
Variable temperature IR spectroelectrochemistry was con-
ducted with an optically transparent thin-layer electrochemical
(OTTLE) cell61 connected to a PA4 potentiostat (Laboratory
Devices, Polna,́ Czech Republic). The IR spectra were recorded
at a resolution of 1 cm−1 with a Bruker Vertex 70v spectrometer

Figure 13. Electron density difference plot of [DMAP-N5]
+ with

turquois envelopes indicating a decrease and light blue envelopes
indicating an increase of the electron density relative to DMAP-N5.
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linked to a Bio-Rad MCT detector unit housing the OTTLE
cell in the sample compartment. Filling the OTTLE cell at low
temperatures was achieved by differential pressure cannula
transfer.
All calculations were performed using Gaussian 09, version

C.0162 (compiled using Portland compiler v. 8.0−2 with the
Gaussian-supplied versions of ATLAS and BLAS63,64) and the
B3LYP functional of DFT.65 In all cases, an extensive basis set
was used, consisting of 6-311G**66,67 on all elements. In order
to allow for the polarizing effect of the bulk solvent of the
experiments, the polarizable continuum model PCM68,69 was
applied using the standard Gaussian parameters for CH2Cl2.
The reoptimized geometries using PCM resulted in small
changes of bond lengths and angles. Upon convergence,
frequencies within the harmonic approximation were calculated
and used for comparisons with the recorded IR spectra. All
minimum geometries have been identified by the absence of
imaginary frequencies, while transition states are characterized
by one such frequency. For all converged structures the UV/vis
spectrum was calculated using TDDFT for 100 states.
GaussSum v. 2.2.5 was employed for the initial analysis of
results.70 Frequencies were scaled by 0.98 for the fingerprint
region and by 0.97 for the ν(N3)as region in order to account
for anharmonicity.71

■ ASSOCIATED CONTENT
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Details of the low temperature flow system and settings of the
ULTRA ps-TRIR; preparation, purification and infrared (mull,
CH2Cl2), low temperature UV/vis absorption (CH3CN),
Raman (solid), 1H and 13C NMR spectra (CDCl3) of
DMAP-N5 and DMAP-N3; dipoles, total energies, Cartesian
coordinates and relative energies concerning the DFT
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and T1) and cation, 4-azido-N,N-dimethylaniline (S0 and T1)
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1-
azanyl-N,N-dimethylaniline (S1 and T0), and N,N-dimethyl-4-
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